SCA –REGIONAL MARCH 10, 2015
JUDGE:  Mr. David J. Kirkland
Entry:  92 (39 dogs and 53 bitches)

BOB         GCH. De Lamer Overboard (dog), Krista Nuovo
OHBOB       CH. Sheradin Hey Good Lookin’ (dog), Kimbra Fickas
BOS/WB/BOW  Delamer Salt Water Taffy
SEL DOG     GCH. De Lamer’s Just Wait And Sea, Krista J. Nuovo
SEL BITCH   GCH. Beachviews Oops I Did It Again, John Penatello
AOM         GCH. De Lamer Sea Ya At The Top (dog), Rose Ellen Stone
AOM         CH. Sheradin Unique Spirit (bitch), Jamie L. Baber
AOM         GCH. Raffinee Nikolena (bitch), Virginia & Joyce Larioza
AOM         GCH. Dideb’s Le Jonny Be Good
AOM/WD/BEST PUPPY Delamer N Rivendel Catch My Drift
Best Bred By Exhibitor Delamer Small Craft Advisory
Best Veteran  GCH. Dideb's Le Jonny Be Good

DOGS
Puppy 6 - 9Mos. DOG
1   Fullmoon The Power Of The Darkside, Kristin Morrison
2   Dideb's No Rollin Over Me, Debra Dellamonica
Puppy 9 - 12Mos. DOG
1/BP/AOM/WD Delamer N Rivendel Catch My Drift, Amy Halterman
2   Aned's Lieutenant Louis, Edward & MaryAnn Simanek
12 - 18 Mos. DOG
1   Dideb's Fast And Furriest, Debra Dellamonica
Bred By Exhibitor DOG
1/BBX/RWD Delamer Small Craft Advisory, , Krista J. Nuovo
2   Foxnoir Juggernaut Aned, Catherine A. Thistle
3   Renjen Rumb Line To Fullmoon, Charles Harris
Open DOG
1   Sheridan A Gentle Spirit RN, Terry Van Hook
2   Shalako N Kenbe's Travelin’ The Road, Bette Wynn
8 Years and Under 10 Years DOG
1, GCH. Sheradin Free Spirit  Jamie L. Baber
2, CH. Hargo's Shades Of Blue CGC  Mary Cox
10 YEARS AND UNDER 13 YEARS DOG
1/BV/AOM, GCH. Dideb's Le Jonny Be Good  Debra Dellamonica
2, CH. Dante Ruff 'N Ready  Amy Gossman

BITCHES
Puppy 6 - 9Mos. BITCH
1, Fandal's Una Notte  , Kristiina Salo
2   Raffinee Iselle, Virginia & Joyce Larioza
3   Full Moon 'N Xanadu's 'Lil Devil Darlin, Edie & Donna Dugosh
Puppy 9 - 12Mos. BITCH
1   Delamer Top Sea-Lebrity, Krista J. Nuovo
2   Aladdin's Kimono Playgirl, Lezlie Hall
3   Rowells N Ropawsdestinys Crown Jue, PatriciaCampbell
12 - 18 Mos. BITCH
1/RWB Delamer Suzi Sells Sushi On The Boardwalk, Krista J. Nuovo
2   Beachview N Fullmoon Livin La Vida Loca, John Penatello
3   Tumblewood's Hear Me Roar, June A. Moore
4  Danzn Starz Wicked Weather From DHS, Kathy & Destiny Lytle
   Bred By Exhibitor BITCH
1   1/BW/OS/WB Delamer Salt Water Taffy, Krista J. Nuovo
2   Windward Candy Cane, Christine Pavan
3   Tumbleweed's Southern Nights, June A. Moore
4   TBA Party All The Time, Leo & Martha Hauser
American Bred BITCH
1   Unique Enchanted In Time, Jamie L. Baber
2   Rivendel's Shadow Dancin W'hargo, Michele M. Gouin
Amateur Owner Handler BITCH
1   Riptide's Schipwrecked By A Sea-Breeze At Sunrise, Sue Alice Hamilton
2   Mt Mist's Spirit Of Sunrise, Lorraine Moule
3   Sunrise's Playing With Fire, S. Furr
Open BITCH
1   Delamer Shining Star Fish, Krista J. Nuovo
2   Fullmoon Bring Out The Devi, Kristin Morrison
3, Unique All That Echoes In Time Jamie L. Baber
4, Mardeck Ribbon Of Tumbleweed June A. Moore
10 YEARS AND UNDER 13 YEARS BITCH
1   CH. Aned's La Reine De Foxnoir,CDX,RA,CGC, Catherine A. Thistle
2   GCH. Sandevel's Light My Fire, Sandra E. King
3   CH. K-Lee's Dream Maker, Karen Lee
4   GCH. Dancing Starz Bubblin' Crude,NJP, Kathy Lytle
13 Years and Older BITCH
1   GCH. Bolteroy Love Story Of Daradan, Dara Wilcox